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Patricia has lived and
worked in the major
fashion capitals of the
world including Paris,
London and New York
but it is from her home
in Connemara that she
launches her new collec-

tion this month. It was on her return to Ireland,
while working at Connemara Carpets, that she
came up with the idea for a clothing line, dedicated
to classic designs that would flatter a woman’s natu-
ral shape. “I wanted to create a fashion space for all
woman that would help them embrace their natural
shape and make it easier to find classic pieces that
endure season to season”. The result is her first col-
lection of flattering pieces that minimize problem
areas because of the design, the fabric and the in-
built comfortable support. To view full collection
please visit patriciaotoole.ie

BeautifulYou!
PATRICIA O TOOLE'S CLOTHING
COLLECTION IS PERFECT FOR THE
MODERN WOMAN. EACH PIECE IS
SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO ENSURE
THAT TODAY’S BUSY WOMAN
LOOKS HER BEST FROM DAY TO
NIGHT. CAREFULLY CHOSEN FAB-
RICS FLOW WITH THE BODY AND
INBUILT COMFORTABLE SUPPORT
PERFECTLY SLIMS AND SMOOTHES
THE SILHOUETTE. FOUR WOMEN
AT THE TOP OF THEIR GAME SHOW-
CASE THE COLLECTION AND THE
RESULTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

Feel confident in
style that shapes and slims

Hair by Yourells, Eyre Street; Makeup
by Cailiosa Murray and Olivia Joyce
using Bobbi Brown Cosmetics at
Brown Thomas

Photography by Declan Colohan,
declancolohan.com

Photographed on location at Gaslight
Bar & Brasserie, Hotel Meyrick with
thanks to Paula Feeney. Gaslight is
perfect for lunch in the city centre, after
work drinks & dinner, parties and cele-
brations. Avail of the Gaslight's group
dining offer where you can enjoy three
courses courses for €30 or two courses
for €23. Phone 091 564041 to book.

Breda dress Black €139,
Marc Jacobs Bentley bag,
€495, Brown Thomas, Nine
West Auriela red toe shoe,
€120, Brown Thomas
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Áine Lally, Broadcast Journal-
ist and News Reader with
Nuacht RTÉ and Nuacht TG4
Working as a broadcast jour-

nalist for Nuacht and also Na-
tionwide, I travel all over
Ireland and overseas but also
work a lot indoors in studio,
reading the news so my work
style varies from day to day
depending on the locations I
am broadcasting from. I try
and dress simply, smart and
timeless and sophisticated
and always wear structured
jackets and a smart top under-
neath when I work in studio.I
would wear a dress from time
to time if I was covering a spe-
cial event, an awards cere-
mony or a state event. This
shoot was fun and I really like
the collection of classic
pieces. The fact that the de-
signs are flattering and struc-
tured is a major attraction for
any woman. The dresses are
classic and flow with the body
and so they are easy to wear
for work or for that important
occasion. I particularly love
the Breda dress – it is defi-
nitely my favourite from the
collection. The navy and black
versions are timeless. The cap
sleeves and side ruching
which make for an elegant fit-
ted dress. I really like the
asymmetric detail on the
neckline . Depending on
where I am going on a night
out - I would either wear a
dress or jeans and a nice top. I
would definitely wear one of
the Patricia O' Toole's designs
on a night out as they are
comfortable, elegant and I feel
good when wearing them.

Michelle dress €149, Gold
DVF envelope Liz clutch,
€165, Brown Thomas

“I feel good when
wearing them.”
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Mary Plunkett, Weight Watchers Leader
Inspiring others to lose weight as a Weight
Watchers Leader, I like to look the part.
My work style is typically Smart office wear I

love good classic pieces like pencil skirts and
dresses that I can change up with a coloured
blazer scarf or some funky accessories. I like
nothing more than to dress up. As I am curvy
by nature, initially when it came to doing this
shoot, I was thinking the clothes wouldn't be
my typical style as I usually don't go for very fit-
ted clothes. However, the way these dresses are
made and tailored, they are perfect for curvy
women and make you feel very supported and
comfortable. The clothes are so versatile that it
would be easy to go from work to dinner in the
same outfit and simply add a clutch bag and
some accessories. I loved the black dress I wore
– it is something you would get so much wear
out of by pairing it with killer heels.

Caroline Gannon, Marketing
Manager, Castle Print
As a Director of Castle Print, I am constantly on
the go, attending client meetings, Launches and
networking events. Castle Print is a local business
established in Galway in 1985 and is today recog-
nised both nationally and internationally as leader
in the print industry. We cater for all types of print
including stationery, marketing material, books
and packaging . We also have an in house design
team so we can offer our clients a complete print
solution all under one roof.
I like to wear clothes that goes from the office

to an after hours event (which I think these
dresses are perfect for) with ease, polish and
style! I enjoy outfits that you can dress up or dress
down, that are textured and are intricately flatter-
ing. I like to wear high heels, they are a must!

This dress from today's shoot perfectly suits my
figure – it’s flattering, comfortable, sheek and so-
phisticated – again I can dress it up or dress it
down. This dress can take you from your meeting
during the day to a networking event in the
evening. It’s bold colour is stunning and would
suit mort Irish skin tones. It is a stand out style
and flawless fit!
I tend to wear skinny jeans and a nice top on a
night out. I would definitely invest in one of
these dresses – they can take you to any occasion.

Above: Grainne wrap top €59,
Palazzo pants €120,

Left: Mary Breda dress €139, Liz Red
DVF envelope clutch, €170, Brown
Thomas, Carvela Adam black court
shoes, €120, Brown Thomas

Michelle dress €149, LK Bennett
FLO blue bag, €255, Brown
Thomas; LK Bennett floral Aurora
shoes, €220, Brown Thomas

“So easy to go from
work to dinner in
the same outfit”

“It’s a standout
style and a
flawless fit”
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Breda Fox, Head of Enter-
prise, Galway Local Enter-
prise Office
As Head of Enterprise, I am

responsible for supporting
new and existing businesses in
Galway to start up and grow.
Our services at the Galway
Local Enterprise Office in-
clude advice and training sup-
ports which is available to all
businesses. We provide client
driven workshops on many
topics that support our clients
to communicate with their
customers, to manage their
business, to sell, to export. I
see our supports as enabling
people to develop their own
business – making it possible
to employ themselves and
others. When it comes to
style, my personal preference
outside work is more casual
wear. At work, on client facing
days, I tend to wear dresses
and separates. I’m over my
suit wearing days of the
nineties and no longer have
many in my wardrobe. My job
can take me to such diverse
environments and so, my
clothes have to reflect that. I
could be at a farm engineering
client or a food client – or I
could have to do a talk for a
local business group or net-
work, so high heels are not al-
ways an option – I need to be
able to put on the wellies if
needed. I loved the teal blue
dress I wore for today's shoot
– it's very comfortable to wear
and would be something I’d
choose if I had to do a talk
and wanted to feel I looked
the part. It’s the kind of dress
I'd wear if I wanted to feel
confident – especially in front
of women – we are our own
hardest judges. On a night
out, my preference is for
clothes that are comfortable –
I wear a lot of trousers, jeans
and tops. I have lots of shoes
and boots so sometimes I’d
put on the heels (on a night
out with the girls) but mostly
it's flats for me!

Janet dress €159

Inset: Patricia dress €149, LK
Bennett sledge nude shoes,
€240, Brown Thomas

Patricia O’Toole’s full collection
is now available to purchase
online at www.patriciaotoole.ie

“It’s the kind of dress I
would wear if I wanted
to feel confident.”


